
COMMENT FROM RANGITIKEI GUARDIANS 

 

Dr David Black who regularly appears for the wind farm developers at hearings, has 

admitted he had not published any peer reviewed research concerning the effects of 

wind turbine sound on people.  

 

Nor it appears does Dr Black know much about the detrimental effects of wind 

turbine blade flicker on human health.  During the Environment Court appeal against 

Meridian’s Project Central Wind, Dr Black rebutted Rangitikei Guardians’evidence, 

which quoted the work above.  Harding et al attest that “When several turbines are in 

line with the sun’s shadow, there is flicker from the combination of blades from 

different turbines, which can have a higher frequency than from a single turbine”.  

 

In evidence accepted by the Environment Court, Dr Black rebutted the expertise of 

Harding et al as follows: “That [higher frequency flicker] could only occur if the 

turbines were synchronous”. Black stated that this particular Meridian project would 

have turbines which had variable speed machines, that would never be synchronized, 

and therefore people living in the vicinity should be reassured that such concerns were 

not valid.  

 

This did not make sense, given that there would surely be more flashes from a line of 

the asynchronously frequencied turbines blades, than from synchronised blades.  So 

we contacted Graham Harding, one of the lead authors of the research, and asked if 

asynchronous turbine flicker from turbines observed in a row – one behind the other - 

was infact more dangerous than that from synchronised frequency turbines blades.  

 

Professor Harding responded that we were right and Dr Black was “completely 

wrong”. Black had also stated “no cases of Epilepsy from Wind Turbine flicker have 

ever been confirmed or reported.” Again Professor Harding refuted this assertion – 

quoting his own research from the UK in 2007 and noting that Dr Black’s comments 

were “completely inexplicable”. 


